This paper investigates simple means of analyzing the error rate performance of a general qary Galois Field network coded detect-and-forward cooperative relay network with known relay error statistics at the destination. Equivalent relay channels are used in obtaining an approximate error rate of the relay network, from which the diversity order is found. Error rate analyses using equivalent relay channel models are shown to be closely matched with simulation results. Using the equivalent relay channels, low complexity receivers are developed whose performances are close to that of the optimal maximum likelihood receiver.
system. Average error rate and diversity gain expressions are obtained for high SNR values.
Availability of channel state information (CSI) or SNR values at the relay and/or at the destination improves the performance of relay networks significantly. If CSI is available at an AF relay of a source-relay-destination (S − R − D) link, the amplification factor may be chosen to compensate for the instantaneous channel gain of the S − R link [3] . If SNR values of the S − R link are available at the destination in DetF relay networks, the error propagation effects can be mitigated by taking the relay detection error statistics into account at the destination [17] .
The closed-form error rate of a GF(2) NC DetF relay network with known relay error statistics is obtained in [18] , [19] , where it is shown that there is a trade-off between diversity, coding gain and throughput efficiency in [19] . The error performance analyses in [5] , [17] [18] [19] are derivable when GF(2) NC and BPSK modulation techniques are employed, however, the analyses are highly complex for higher Galois fields and modulation orders. Various analytically tractable approximations have been utilized in the literature in reducing the mathematical complexity of the error rate analysis. In [6] , the max-log approximation is used in the performance analysis of a coded cooperative, two-hop DetF relay network with multiple relays. The approximation exhibits accurate error performance for the relay network. However, the approximation in [6] does not consider network-coded relay networks. Another approximation technique is the equivalent relay channel method, which approximates a two-hop relay channel with a single-hop channel [4] , [5] , [8] [9] [10] , [20] . Using an equivalent relay channel model, a maximum diversity achieving receiver is derived in [4] , and error rate expressions are obtained for it, where NC is not applied. The equivalent relay channel model developed for multi-hop DF relay networks without NC in [4] , is shown to be valid also for GF(2) NC DF two-way relay channels in [5] , where closed error rate expressions are obtained. In [21] , a GF(q) NC DetF Rayleigh fading cooperative wireless relay network with multiple sources, single relay and joint destination is considered. In [20] , an equivalent relay channel method called propagation error modeling (PEM) is devised for a lowcomplexity detector for GF(q) and complex field network coded (CFNC) DF relay networks. In PEM, the detection errors that occur at the relays are modeled as virtual noise at the destination in order to overcome the error propagation effects in DF systems. The PEM method, which displays close performance to the relay network, can be used in obtaining the diversity order of the relay network. However, this method does not readily provide the error rate.
To the best of our knowledge, simple means of obtaining the diversity order and error rate May 2, 2014 DRAFT for ML detection of general GF(q) NC DetF relay networks which use relay error statistics at the destination is lacking. Low-complexity alternatives to the optimal receiver for such a relay network are also not available. The aim of this paper is to address these problems.
In this contribution, the error rate analysis methods of [4] , [17] are generalized to GF(q) NC DetF relay networks. Two-hop relay channels are approximated using equivalent relay channel models, where the equivalent relay channel model in [4] is adapted to general GF(q) NC DetF relay networks. The equivalent relay models are then used in finding pairwise error probabilities (PEPs), from which the diversity order of ML detection and an approximation to the union bound are obtained. The optimal receiver's error performance is compared with that of the receiver which performs ML detection under the assumption of an equivalent relay channel. It is observed that the equivalent channel models successfully approximate the relay network. The equivalent relay channel is observed to be a suitable tool both for the error rate analysis of the GF(q) NC system and also for building low-complexity sub-optimal NC receivers.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, the considered system model, data transmission technique, equivalent relay channel model and receiver structures are given and the ML rule is derived. In Section III, error rate analyses of relay networks with error-free and error-prone S −R channels are presented; an approximate union bound for error rates is obtained using equivalent relay channel models. In Section IV, the ML rule and union bound symbol error rate (SER) performances of the equivalent relay networks are obtained and compared to the relay network's optimum receiver performance. The results are summarized in Section V.
II. GF(q) NETWORK CODED DETECT-AND-FORWARD RELAY NETWORK

A. System Model and Data Transmission
As a general model, the relay network model in Fig. 1 is considered. M-ary phase shift keying (PSK) and time division multiplexing (TDM) techniques are used in the transmission of the GF(q) network coded symbols. All channels are assumed to be independent and undergo Nakagami-m fading. The users act as each other's relay nodes, where the DetF method is used in relaying. Imperfect detection at the relays is taken into account, and the detection error statistics observed at the relays are assumed to be available at the destination for ML detection. The users and destination are assumed to have SNR knowledge of the incoming data's channel.
May 2, 2014 DRAFT Data transmission of N user terminals is completed in K time-slots. Each user terminal T n , 1 ≤ n ≤ N, broadcasts its modulated data in the n th time-slot to the other terminals and the destination D, where the data received at the terminals are detected. The destination D is an arbitrary terminal which is taken to be distinct from the user terminals without loss of generality.
After all users have completed transmitting their data, K −N (K > N) users transmit modulated network coded data to D using a pre-determined NC rule, hence a total of K signals are received at D. The received signals for K time-slots at D can be expressed as
where y D is the K × 1 sized vector consisting of K signals received at D:
In (2), y nD,sys is the observation at D corresponding to the n th direct transmission, which is the systematic symbol from T n ; y lD,nc is the observation at D corresponding to the l th network
sized noise vector at D and s is the K × 1 sized vector comprising the network coded modulated data transmitted from the terminals:
Here, ϕ(·) denotes the constellation mapping and G is the generator matrix which represents how NC is performed in the relay network. 
is the data of T n ; e R is the K × 1 sized coded detection error vector at the relays. The elements of G, u and e R are in GF(q).
Let us define the set of all modulated GF(q) network coded codewords χ. When the relay network in Fig. 1 has error-free S−R links, there are q N possible such codewords. Corresponding to each source symbol configuration is a codeword X(i), where X(i) is the i th element of the codeword set χ: 
B. Optimum Receiver
The optimum soft-receiver performs ML detection based on the soft-decision observation vector in (1), whereas the optimum hard-receiver performs ML detection based on the harddecision observation vector in (5):
y nD,sys and y mD,nc denote the n th systematic and m th network coded data, respectively; z nD,sys and z mD,nc are the hard-decision data obtained by individually detecting y nD,sys and y mD,nc respectively. In relay networks with error-free S − R channels, the soft-decision ML rule of
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The likelihood function given above is expanded as
where u i = u \ u i is the data vector excluding u i . Assuming that q-ary symbols of all N users are transmitted equally likely and independently, the likelihood function in (7) becomes
In relay networks with error-prone S − R channels, when no relay error statistics are available at the destination, the soft-decision ML rule is equivalent to that used in the error-free case,
given by (7) . However, if the relay error statistics are known at D, the likelihood function for the soft-decision ML rule is
where the fact that relay events are independent of other events is used. Assuming equally likely and independently transmitted symbols, the optimal soft-decision ML rule which takes relay errors into account is
The hard-decision ML rule of terminal
Assuming q-ary symbols of all N users are transmitted equally likely and independently, the likelihood function given in (11) is expanded as
Similar to the soft-decision case, the optimal hard-decision ML rule which takes relay errors into account is
May 2, 2014 DRAFT Compared to (8) and (12), the likelihood functions in (10) and (13) involve the averaging over p(e R ), which increases the mathematical complexity of the soft-and hard-ML rules, respectively, hence increasing the computational complexity of the optimal soft-and hard-receivers.
C. Equivalent Receiver
The computational complexity of the optimal receiver can be decreased by using an equivalent receiver, where the multi-source relay channels in the relay network in Fig. 1 are approximated by equivalent relay channels as follows.
Data received from the terminals Tñ, 1 ≤ñ ≤ N,ñ = n, are detected and then GF(q) network coded at the relay terminal T nû
where u nR is the error-free network coded data to be transmitted from T n ; e nR is the network coded detection error at T n ;û nR , u nR and e nR are in GF(q). The m th network coded data received at D is
where 1 ≤ m ≤ K − N; h nD,nc is the fading coefficient of the T n − D channel over which the network coded data is sent; s nR = ϕ(û nR ) is the modulated network coded data sent from T n and n mD,nc is the noise term at the destination of the observed network coded data. The multi-source relay channel described above can be approximated by a single-hop S − D channel as shown in Fig. 2 , where T n corresponds to the relay node R and terminals Tñ represent the source nodes Sñ,ñ = n.
Assuming soft-decision ML detection and known error statistics at D, the likelihood function of the channel over which the network coded data to be used is sent in (10) as follows:
Dropping the m ′ s and n ′ s, the likelihood function given in (16) is approximated with the likelihood function of a single-hop channel:
where h eq is the fading coefficient and σ 2 eq is the noise variance of the equivalent relay channel. When hard-decision ML decoding is performed, the hard-decision of the network coded data in (15) is used. The instantaneous end-to-end symbol error probability (SEP) of the relay channel is
Dropping the m ′ s and n ′ s, the instantaneous SEP given in (18) is approximated by the instantaneous SEP of a single-hop channel which has an instantaneous SNR per symbol γ eq :
where P s eq (γ eq ) is determined by the modulation constellation. Q-inverse Equivalent Receiver: In [4] , an equivalent relay channel model is proposed that approximates a multi-hop, cooperative DF relay channel with a single-hop channel and the model is shown to be valid for any modulation constellation, assuming coherent modulation/demodulation.
The equivalent relay channel takes the channel model of the S − R and R − D channels, which is exemplified by a flat Rayleigh fading, two-hop relay channel with coherent BPSK modulation/demodulation, as shown in Fig. 3 . The instantaneous bit-error probability (BEP) of the equivalent relay channel is found as [4] [4] :
where γ (21), an instantaneous SNR value of the equivalent relay channel is found as [4] 
Due to the use of the Gaussian Q-inverse function in (22) , the equivalent relay channel model is referred to as the Q-inverse equivalent relay channel in the rest of this paper. Notice from (20) and (21) The Q-inverse equivalent relay channel model, originally developed for DF relay networks, is used in a GF(2) NC DF two-way relay channel in [5] and has the same BEP expression as in (21) and SNR value in (22) .
The novel part of this paper involves the adaptation of the Q-inverse equivalent relay channel model to GF(q) NC, coherent M-PSK modulated, DetF, Nakagami-m fading relay channels with multiple sources. The proposed equivalent relay channel model is used in obtaining approximate error rate expressions for GF(q) NC DetF, coherent M-PSK modulated, Nakagami-m fading May 2, 2014 DRAFT relay networks. Soft-and hard-decision ML receivers employing the Q-inverse equivalent relay channel model, which display very close performance to the optimal receiver, are developed.
Assuming hard-decision ML detection at D, the instantaneous SEP in (18) is approximated to the instantaneous SEP of a single channel [22] 
for coherent M-ary PSK for large values of M and SNR [1] . The instantaneous SNR per symbol of the Q-inverse equivalent relay channel is found using (23) as [22] :
The average value of (24)γ
has no known closed-form expression but can easily be obtained numerically.
In a Nakagami-m fading environment, the equivalent SNR values given by (24) are used in the Monte Carlo simulation of the Q-inverse equivalent receiver (see Fig. 6 ). The SNR values obtained via the Monte Carlo simulation are shown in the histogram result in Fig. 4 . It is seen that the distribution of γ Q −1 is well approximated by a Gamma distribution when m = 2, so the equivalent relay channel can be approximated as a single-hop Nakagami-m channel. Based on this result, in a Nakagami-m fading environment, the instantaneous SNR value in (24) is assumed to be Gamma distributed [22] :
When soft-decision ML detection is performed at D, the likelihood function of the channel over which network coded data is sent is approximated with the likelihood function of a singlehop Q-inverse equivalent relay channel: The Q-inverse equivalent soft-receiver of the relay network in Fig. 1 obtains the ML estimates of u i with the soft-decision ML rule in (6) , where the likelihood functions of network coded data in (10) are approximated by (27).
The Q-inverse equivalent soft-receiver is explained with the following example. Consider the BPSK modulated, 2-user GF(2) NC DetF relay network in Fig. 1 (N = 2) which has a generator matrix given by (28).
Network coding is performed at T 1 and T 2 as u 1R = u 2R = u 1 + u 2 , respectively, where
The received signals at D are detected as in (2) , where N = 2, K = 4.
The likelihood functions of the detected data are used in the soft-decision ML rule in (6),
where the likelihood functions of the network coded data are approximated using the Q-inverse equivalent channel method as follows. The likelihood function of the channel over which u 1R is May 2, 2014 DRAFT sent is approximated as
The fading coefficient h Q −1 ,1 is obtained from the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of y 1D,nc
where σ 2 Q −1 ,1 is equal to the variance of the noise term of y 1D,nc . Similarly, the likelihood function of the channel over which u 2R is sent is approximated as
The fading coefficient h Q −1 ,2 is obtained using (32)
where σ 2 Q −1 ,2 is equal to the variance of the noise term of y 2D,nc . The Q-inverse equivalent hard-receiver of the relay network in Fig. 1 obtains the ML estimates of u i with the hard-decision ML rule in (11) , where the SEP terms of network coded data in the likelihood function in (13) are approximated by (23) .
The Q-inverse equivalent hard-receiver is illustrated with an example as follows. Consider the QPSK modulated, 2-user GF(4) NC DetF relay network in Fig. 1 for N = 2 , which has a generator matrix:
Hence, NC is performed at T 1 and T 2 as u 1R = u 1 + 2u 2 and u 2R = u 1 + u 2 , respectively, where u 1 , u 2 , u 1R , u 2R ∈ GF(4). The received data vector at D is detected as in (5), where
The likelihood functions of the detected data are used in the hard-decision ML rule in (11) , where the likelihood functions of the network coded data are approximated using May 2, 2014 DRAFT the Q-inverse equivalent channel method as follows. The instantaneous SEP of the relay channel T 2 − T 1 − D, over which u 1R is sent, is approximated using (23):
where e 1R is the network coded coherent QPSK demodulation error at T 1 and γ Q −1 ,1 is the instantaneous SNR per symbol of the equivalent relay channel of T 2 − T 1 − D, which is found
Similarly, the instantaneous SEP of the relay channel
where e 2R is the network coded coherent QPSK demodulation error at T 2 and γ Q −1 ,2 is the instantaneous SNR per symbol of the equivalent relay channel of T 1 − T 2 − D:
Minimum Equivalent Receiver: Another equivalent relay channel model is the minimum equivalent relay channel model, which is commonly used in analyzing the error performance of DetF relay networks [8] [9] [10] . The minimum equivalent relay channel has a lower computational complexity than the Q-inverse equivalent relay channel, which is preferable in receiver design.
In this model, the two-hop relay channel shown in Fig. 3 is approximated with a single-hop channel, where the equivalent instantaneous SNR per symbol, γ min , is chosen as the minimum of the S − R and R − D channels instantaneous SNR values [8] [9] [10] γ min = min{γ SR , γ RD }.
Here, γ SR and γ RD are the instantaneous SNR's per symbol of the S − R and R − D channels, respectively. In a Nakagami-m fading environment, the SNR value in (38) is distributed as [23] 
The average value of (38) when m SR = m RD = m is found as
where B(x, y, z) is the incomplete Beta function.
The minimum equivalent relay of the N-source relay channel in Fig. 2 has an instantaneous SNR value
where γ SnR is the instantaneous SNR per symbol of the channel S n − R, 1 ≤ n ≤ N. The distribution of (42) and its average SNR value, however, is not as readily found for large values of N, making the model unsuitable for error rate analysis but useful for designing a low-complexity receiver, which is described below.
When soft-decision ML detection is performed at D, the likelihood function of the channel over which network coded data is sent is approximated with the likelihood function of a singlehop Q-inverse equivalent relay channel:
where h min is the fading coefficient and σ 2 min is the noise variance of the minimum equivalent relay channel and are found using (42), where
The minimum equivalent soft-receiver of the relay network in Fig. 1 obtains the ML estimates of u i with the soft-decision ML rule in (6) , where the likelihood functions of network coded data in (10) are approximated by (43). The minimum equivalent hard-receiver of the relay network in Fig. 1 obtains the ML estimates of u i by the hard-decision ML rule in (11) , where the SEP terms of the network coded data in the likelihood function in (13) are approximated to the coherent M-PSK demodulation SEP of a minimum equivalent relay channel which has an instantaneous SNR value per symbol γ min :
For analytical tractability in the error rate analysis, the minimum and Q-inverse equivalent relay channel models will be used in the error rate analysis, which will be discussed in Section III.
III. ERROR RATE ANALYSIS
A. Relay Networks with Error-Free Source-Relay Channels
The error rate analysis of the optimum soft-receiver of the relay network with error-free S −R links, which is described in Section II-B, is provided as a preliminary to the error rate analysis of the relay network with error-prone S − R links.
In the error rate analysis of the relay network with error-free S − R links, the reliability of the observation at the destination depends only on the R − D channel SNR values. The SNR vector observed at D consists of the instantaneous SNR values of (1):
where γ nD,sys , 1 ≤ n ≤ N, is the instantaneous SNR value per symbol of the S n − R channel over which u n is transmitted and γ mD,nc , 1 
whereX(j) is the decision at D; X(i) andX(j) are found using (4) . Note that each PEP, P X(i) →X(j) , in (47) is obtained after averaging over the channel matrix H D . This averaging can be performed using the moment generating function (MGF) method [24] , [25] :
Here, M k (s) is the MGF of the k th element of (45). For Nakagami-m fading, the MGF is
, where m is the fading figure andγ k is the k th element of (46) [1] , [23] . In a Nakagami-m fading environment, the PEP in (48) is expanded as
The diversity order, DO, is found with the help of (47) [2] :
where γ is the average SNR value of the relay network assuming the average SNR values in (46) are all equal. Assumingγ kD,sys |ϕ(
May 2, 2014 DRAFT 4m sin 2 (θ) for high SNR values, the asymptotic values of the PEPs in (50) are obtained:
where M is the total number of elements k which satisfy i k = j k , 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Using Formula 3.621.3 on p.389 in [26] , the integral term in (51) is found as
where !! denotes double factorial [26] . Inserting (52) into (51) gives
B. Relay Networks with Error-Prone Source-Relay Channels
For the relay networks with error-prone S −R channels, the error rate analysis is not as simple as in the error-free case. This is due to two facts. First, the optimal soft-receiver is complex because of the averaging of S − R link errors, as shown in (10) . Second, even if a suboptimal receiver is used which does not perform this averaging, the analysis is still complex due to the S − R error events. In order to obtain a tractable analytical results for the PEPs, we propose using equivalent relay channel models, which are described in Section II-C, for the analysis of the optimum soft-receiver. Thus, we will approximate the error-prone relay channel with a single-hop equivalent relay channel in order to obtain the approximate error rate and diversity order expressions of the optimum soft-receiver.
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An approximate error rate of the relay network in Fig. 1 is found using an equivalent relay channel model in the following manner. The channel over which the network coded data at the terminals are sent to the destination are approximated using an equivalent channel model. The average PEPs of the union bound in (47) are approximated using the same method employed in the error-free case, given by (48), except that the SNR vector is obtained using the equivalent relay channels:
where γ nD,sys , 1 ≤ n ≤ N, is the instantaneous SNR value per symbol of the channel over which u n is transmitted and γ eq,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ K − N, is the instantaneous SNR value per symbol of the equivalent relay channel over which u jR is sent. The average SNR vector is the found by taking the expected value of each instantaneous SNR value in (54)
Hence, the relay network is approximated with an equivalent relay network. The PEPs of the equivalent relay network are found by letting (55) into (48):
The SEP of the equivalent relay network is then obtained by inserting (56) into (47). The diversity order of the equivalent relay network is found using (50), where the asymptotic PEPs of the May 2, 2014 DRAFT equivalent relay network are used: γ eq,1 =γ eq,2 =γ eq and the equivalent relay network's average SNR vector is
Inserting m = 1 andγ SR =γ RD =γ in (41), the minimum equivalent relay channel's average SNR value is found asγ min =γ/2, hence the average SNR vector of the minimum equivalent relay network is the following:
The average SNR vector of the Q-inverse equivalent relay network is given below:
whereγ Q −1 is found by inserting (35) and (37) into (25) 
where the modulated codewords are taken as ϕ(0) = 1, ϕ(1) = j, ϕ(2) = −j and ϕ(3) = −1, assuming Gray coding. When the minimum equivalent relay network's SNR vector in (59) is used in (61), the PEP reduces to
Inserting the Q-inverse equivalent relay network's SNR vector in (60) into (61) gives
For high SNR values, using the fact that the Q-inverse equivalent relay channel converges to the minimum equivalent relay channel [4] , [21] , the union bound from (62) and (63) is found using (52):
Similarly, the other PEP values are also found for high SNR values, which are then used in obtaining the diversity order given in (50). The dominating term in this case is the PEP value in (64), hence the diversity order is equal to 3.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the optimal receiver's error performance of the relay network shown in Fig. 1 is compared to the error performances of the minimum and Q-inverse equivalent receivers and the approximate union bounds obtained using the equivalent relay channel models. For each SNR value, at least 50 bit/symbol errors were observed in obtaining the corresponding BER/SER. The Q-inverse and minimum equivalent hard-receivers are observed to display an error performance very close to each other and to the optimal hard-receiver. The diversity order is shown to increase with an increasing number of users; the diversity orders of the 2 and 3-user relay networks are 2 and 3, respectively. Hence, the equivalent receivers exhibit very close error performance to the optimal receiver independent of the number of users in the relay network. given in (28). It is observed that the minimum and Q-inverse equivalent hard-receivers display very close error performances to the optimal receiver and have a diversity order close to 3 when m = 2, compared to a diversity order of 2 when m = 1. Hence, the equivalent receivers display very close error performances, independent of the fading figure. Fig. 7 compares the optimum soft-receiver BER performance of the of the 2-and 3-user GF (2) NC DetF Nakagami-m fading relay network in Fig. 1 with that of the Q-inverse soft-receiver when m = 1. The generator matrices of the 2-and 3-user relay networks are given in (28) and (65), respectively. It is observed that the Q-inverse equivalent soft-receiver displays a very close error performance to the optimal soft-receiver.
In Figures 1-7 , the simulation results regarding various receiver structures are presented. Next, various analytical results will be compared with simulation results in Figures 8-10 . given in (28). The union bound BER performance of the Q-inverse equivalent relay network is very close to the optimum soft-receiver BER performance. Thus, the Q-inverse equivalent relay channel method provides a close approximation of the optimum receiver's error rate in a Nakagami-m fading environment. This paper presents simple means of analyzing the error rate performance of a general wireless cooperative GF(q) NC DetF relay network with known relay error statistics at the destination using equivalent channel models. The approximate error rate of the relay network is derived with the use of equivalent relay channel models, where the minimum and Q-inverse equivalent relay channel models are adapted to N-user GF(q) NC DetF Nakagami-m fading relay channels. The equivalent channel models are used in developing high-performance ML receivers for Nakagamim fading channels, which are shown to exhibit very close error performances to the relay network's optimum receiver.
